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Tower Hamlets Training Enterprise and Employment Forum Minutes 
Friday 24 October 2014, 10am-12.30pm 

at Crisis, Commercial Street, E1 
 

Present 27 

Aklak Ahmed Bromley by Bow 
Alison  White East London Business Alliance 

Azad Hossain Ormani Trust 

Ben Preston Bikeworks 

Catriona Kerr East London Small Business Centre 

Connie Hunder Women's Environmental Network 

Daniel  Fordham London Borough of Tower Hamlets - Economic Development Service 

Davin Chaggar East London Business Alliance 

Gregory Cohn Tower Hamlets Co-operative Development Agency 

Guy Rigden MyBnk 

Isabel Dixon  Space 

James Hickman Crisis 

Jo Fellows City Gateway 

Khadiru Mahdi Tower Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service 

khorul Alam Osmani Trust 

Masruba Tasnim Bromley by Bow 

Nadia Al Yafai Financial Conduct Authority 

Nasim Ahmed London Borough of Tower Hamlets 

Nazim Begum SPLASH - South Poplar Action for Secure Housing 

Paul Garayo Stitches in Time 

Rushena Miah Tower Hamlets Council for Voluntary Service 

Ruth Wampamba Positive East 

Salman Alam Stifford Centre 

Shafiur Rahman Osmani Trust 

Sophie Gordon Spitalfields Music 

Tess Pettinger Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park 

Trevor Duberry Lyton Orient Trust 

Zakir Hossain Apasen (social & community care) 

Apologies 15 

Andy Scott London Borough of Tower Hamlets 

Cath Bavage Tower Hamlets Volunteer Centre 

Dawud Marsh ICM Foundation 

Gary Parker CNT Associates 

Henrietta Catherine Princes Trust 

Howard Francis Four Corners 

Jaana Watt  Crisis 

Jan Bros J-go Consultants 

Jo Everest London Community Credit Union 

John Biggs Greater London Authority 

Juliana Ajibade Limehouse Project 
Rosie Hewson Circle Housing 

Sabeha Miah St. Hilda's East Community Centre 
Shakir Sayed East Potential 

Vivien Thomas Tower Hamlets Early Years Network 
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1. Minutes 

1.1 The minutes of the meeting held on 16 July 2014 were agreed as accurate with Christine Lynch 
included in the list of attendees and Zakir Hossain recorded as having communicated his 
apologies.  

 

2. How to access support from the commercial sector? 

2.1 A very detailed and highly informative presentation was provided on how to gain support from 
the corporate sector by Alison White (East London Business Alliance) and Nadia al Yafai 
(Financial Conduct Authority). 
 

2.2 Alison and Nadia advised the meeting that businesses are moving away from team challenges 
such as painting a community centre.  They are now keener to engage with ethical and diversity 
issues via volunteering opportunities which might include sharing skills, training staff, senior 
management coach, finance support, governance and legal support.  
 
The Corporate Responsibility focus is specific to most companies and it often includes 
volunteering, employee engagement, workplace & diversity and sustainability. Large and small 
business undertake corporate responsibility so all sizes of organisations should be considered 
for accessing support. 
 
Initially corporate responsibility focussed on pure philanthropy but it has now changed to 
aligning the support to the overall business strategy and to establish long-term partnerships.  
Thus now one off donations are now very rare. 
 
Corporate donations were down in 2013 by 27% compared to 2012 but there is growing 
pressure in the private sector to support local groups and projects. The corporate social 
responsibility teams now often select partnerships and opportunities carefully to maximise and 
balance the positive impact to the business and to the community. 
 
Often now staff teams within businesses are encouraged to propose projects or groups which in 
their view of worthy of support. The corporate social responsibility teams now seek to get broad 
benefits including staff engagement, skills development, connecting to different areas of the 
business and demonstrable impact on community. 
 
Government and other sources of support for the voluntary sector have been in decline whilst 
there is often increased demand for services from the community.  This has led to a significant 
increase in requests for support from the corporate sector. 
 
For the corporate sector partnership & collaboration is at the heart of volunteer engagement.  
So it is now vital consider the following carefully before making the initial contact. 
 

a) Why would you want to work with a corporate?  
 

b) Identify the benefits for each party. 
 

c) Detail the needs and objectives, timeframe, costs and reporting mechanisms. 
 

d) Opportunities & needs must be very clear, such as: - 
� coaching,  
� finance,  
� fundraising or financial contributions,  
� governance & legal,  
� in-kind support - rooms, secondments, furniture, 
� skills, for example, reviewing HR policies,  
� team challenges, 
� training staff and 
� Volunteering. 
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 The meeting was advised that it is vitally important to undertake very detailed research to find 
the right partner to maximise support and minimise the rejections.  So it is necessary to work 
out: - 
 

1) What does precisely does the firm focus on such as education, unemployment, location 
of the project, etc.  To establish the focus of the business the best sources are via using 
websites and reading annual reports, etc. 

 
2) Does the business work with specific partners and are they open to new partnerships? 

When do they review partnerships? 
 

3) What are they interested in and what can you offer – is there a good potential match? 
 

4) What kind of relationships are they looking for, is the preference long-term, one off or 
perhaps time based? 

 
To establish an effective partnership the following is likely to be needed: - 

a) Mutual respect and trust. 
b) Procedures for impact measurement and quality management.  
c) Competence to deliver the project or service to a professional standard on time and to 

cost. 
 
To build and sustain a strong and enduring relationship there should be regular reviews, 
reporting, embedding communications and understanding of each other’s challenges. 
 
Alison and Nadia emphasised the vital need for voluntary sector organisations to research very 
thoroughly the Corporate Social Responsibility focus of local businesses before they make an 
initial approach.  Careful consideration needs to be given to making the first contact which could 
be a brief email.  This should be exciting, with salient points and a clear sales pitch, include an 
outline benefits and the associated cost. 
 
Allison described how ELBA creates bridges between their corporate partners and the voluntary 
sector.  Though she advised that it is challenging to find businesses that will offer grants or be 
the Treasurer of an organisation. 
 

2.2 Nadia suggested that the following is a useful document for those thinking about partnerships: 
http://digital.edition-on.net/links/7495_cityoflondon_toolkit.asp 
 

2.3 In the discussion several people described the support that they received from the corporate 
sector, such as incorporating a charity, staff training, website development, etc.  Members 
shared examples of their positive relationship with corporates.  Bromley by Bow, Splash and 
City Gateway have successfully accessed very significant corporate support. 
 
Alison and Nadia highlighted the importance of building a relationship with the businesses 
frequently visiting to see the projects that they are supporting being delivered.  The supporting 
businesses should be regularly provided with reports to demonstrate the positive impact being 
generated as a result of the support. 
 
Several members advised that strong organisational leadership and effective marketing were 
factors that attracted corporate partners.  
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3. London Borough of Tower Hamlets – Economic Task Force 
Daniel Fordham 

3.1 The economic taskforce is a partnership of the key delivery organisations in Tower Hamlets. It 
works to identify and respond to challenges with the main objective to tackle unemployment.  
 

3.2 The Tower Hamlets economy is huge and number one in UK for economic growth, 5% of all 
jobs in London are in Tower Hamlets and this is expected to increase. There is a vibrant 
business sector, however, issues such low skills and education attainment and language 
barriers often impair local residents accessing employment. 
 

3.3 In the London Borough of Tower Hamlets Employment Strategy there are five key areas which 
are aimed at contributing to achieving the goals: 

1. Mainstream services. 
2. Tackling worklessness. 
3. Focus on increasing aspirations. 
4. Efficient use of resources, minimising duplication and focusing efforts. 
5. Capturing employment opportunities.  

 

3.4 Enterprise strategy-supporting new SMEs 
The strategy aims to create a positive environment for business such as making town centres 
attractive to establish a business and by providing a voice for businesses such as lobbying the 
Greater London Authority on issues important to Tower Hamlets businesses. 
 

3.5 A taskforce to tackle these issues was formed at the beginning of 2014 and has developed a 
draft action plan which it is sought to enhance via input in the form of representatives from the 
voluntary and community sectors. 
 

3.6 The Action Plan 
� Establishing an integrated employment service using a shared database so all 

agencies working in employment will have access to client info. 
 

� Training and a grants programme for businesses and small start-ups to develop. 
 

� Business charter to encourage local businesses to employ local people and to contract 
for their supply of goods and services with other local businesses. 

 

 Questions & Answers 

3.7 QUESTION - The local authority is the biggest spender, what are you doing to boost spending 
on voluntary sector providers who are also suppliers?  
 
Daniel said that LBTH is deliberately reducing the size of contracts to enable smaller 
businesses to tender and deliver. Daniel said that the local authority is aware that it is not easy 
to be a supplier for the council given the stringent regulations and requirements. The economic 
development service and procurement team are offering training for small providers on how to 
meet the requirement. 
 

3.8 QUESTION - What does you Customer Relationship Manager database look like and how 
does it work? 
 
Daniel said that it is at a relatively early stage and it being developed with core partners. The 
expectation is to buy in an existing product which will be managed through the Taskforce.  
 
 

3.9 QUESTION - You talked about the growth figures in which sectors are these focused?  
 
Creative media, retail and hospitality - especially hotels and construction.   
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3.10 QUESTION - If there are seventy thousand more jobs predicted this would mean competition 
for office space and rising rates from landlords? Is this being considered in the taskforce? 
The local authority concur that this may be a challenge and are looking into polices to prevent 
any negative impacts. 
 

3.11 QUESTION - In terms of arts and music do you have links with Thames Gateway?  
 
There is an education and learning representative on the taskforce who is exploring this area.  
 

3.12 QUESTION - Can you now inform the CVS of the future tenders to enable the voluntary sector 
to prepare in advance ?  
 
It is difficult to predict and can be unexpected but the local authority aim advise the CVS know 
what will be commissioned.  
 

3.13 Khadiru highlighted the importance of voluntary sector organisations attending the councils 
forward plan meetings and cabinet meetings as this is where contracts and procurement are 
discussed.   
 

3.14 Khadiru said that the new challenge for the sector is the council amalgamating services and 
producing one contract when these were previously contracted separately. THCVS are doing 
due diligence with TH

3
 (Tower Hamlets Consortium) and looking at challenges so when the 

contracts are released the barriers will be tackled and the consortium could go for a contract.  
 
THCVS encourages organisations to join TH

3
. 

 

4. Representative person specification and code of conduct 

4.1 In response to a question of how much time representatives would need to offer an estimate of 
8 days per year was suggested. Khadiru advise that the code needs to clarify that the role is to 
provide strategic representation to represent the sector as opposed to your own organisation. 
 

4.2 The Code of Conduct was approved with the intention of amending: - 
a) Re-drafting section c on ‘attending meetings’. 
b) Emphasising sector representation. 

 

 

5. Taskforce Representative Election 
Chaired by Khadiru) 

5.1 Gregory advised that representatives need to make the time commitment of quarterly 
meetings, reading papers and liaising with their sector.   The annual time commitment would 
therefore be approximately 8 days. 

 

5.2 EMPLOYMENT representative election  

 Nominee Secondee Votes Elected 

 Davin Chaggar (ELBA) Zakir Hossain (Apasen) 6 Yes 

 Rosie Hewson (Circle Housing) Gregory Cohn (CDA) 2 No 

 Salman Alam (Stifford Centre) Shafiur Rahman (Osmani Trust) 6 Yes 
 

5.3 ENTERPRISE representative election  

 Nominee Secondee Votes Elected 
 Gregory Cohn (Tower Hamlets CDA) Davin Chaggar (ELBA) 10 Yes 
 Vacancy    
 

5.4 SKILLS representative election  

 Nominee Secondee Votes Elected 
 Zakir  Hossain (Apasen) Davin Chaggar (ELBA) 9 Yes 
 Azad Hossain (Osmani Trust) Salman Alam (Stifford Centre) 10 Yes 
 

THCVS agreed to arrange training for the newly elected representatives. 
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6. Information Exchange 

6.1 East London Business Alliance 
Currently in year 2nd of 3 year British Land funding and the current projects include 
unemployment project on estates to build facilities in Broadgate.  
 

6.2 Apasen – social & community care 
Apasen has a new vocational training project and are recruiting volunteers to enhance their 
employment skills.  Referrals invited to Zakir Hossain zakir.hossain@apasen.org.uk  
 

6.3 Osmani Trust 
Is now recruiting apprentices in Business Admin skills – 18 to 25 year olds. 
 

6.4 Tower Hamlets Voluntary & Community Service 
Finance and management skills booster training days on the 20

th
 and 25

th
 November.  

 

6.5 Positive East 
Preparing for Worlds Aids Day on 1st December 2014. 
http://www.positiveeast.org.uk/about/whereweare.php 
 

6.6 Stifford Centre – have Level 2 IT training for women. Please send referrals to Salman Alam 
S.Alam@stifford.org.uk  
 

6.7 Spitalfields Music 
Now working on a winter festival featuring music and art for the 15 December 2014. 
 

6.8 London Borough of Tower Hamlets 
65 applications were received for European Social Fund community grants and 55 were 
successful.  LBTH is in discussion with European Project Management unit at the Greater 
London Authority on a new ESF programme for 2015.  
 
LBTH welcomes engagement with groups who want to access ESF funding. Match funding is at 
10% at the moment and encourages groups to put in applications early.  LBTH will submit 
European Social Fund bids on behalf of local groups who would manage and deliver the 
project. 

 

7. Meeting Dates 

 All meetings 10.00 am – 12.30 pm 
Usually at Business Development Centre, 7-15 Greatorex Street, London E1 5NF. 
 
Wednesday 14 January 2015 
Wednesday 15 April 2015 
Wednesday 15 July 2015 
Wednesday 28 October 2015  
 

 


